








Sardinia is an all-year destination, but the best time for wind and 

waves is spring.

West Coast
Capo Mannu: Hardcore wave spot on the Sinis Peninsula. After a 

few days with Mistral conditions it can get really, really good, but 

it’s gusty on the inside, a tricky launch and a sharp reef, so experts 

only! Mini Capo, the break just round the corner is a highly 

recommend surf spot, so please respect the locals.

Putzu Idu: Beautiful bay with stunning water colours and a long 

white sandy beach, next to Capo Mannu. It’s a slalom and occasional 

wave spot with a small break (that can get big), and works in nearly 

every wind direction. Keep an eye out for fishing lines!

Funtana Meiga: Next to the Roman / Phoenician excavation site of 

Tharros, on the southern tip of the Sinis Peninsula. Works best 

with a strong Mistral. The waves break on a shallow reef, and 

launching is a bit tricky. But there’s no wind shadow in the impact 

zone and it’s really good for jumping.

Capo Pecora area: Anyone getting lost here will definitely find 

empty, unspoilt beaches and a wild atmosphere, with rugged 

mountains and deserted ghost towns. Along this coastal area and 

the Costa Verde you’ll find a couple of beaches for nearly every 

wind direction and swell size, so just take your pick.

South Coast
Chia: One of the best wave spots in Italy – honestly! There is a 

reason the Italians use this place for the Italian wave 

championships year after year. Scirocco wind is cross-shore, but 

Mistral can work fine from the opposite tack. The beach is long and 

sandy, but the dunes mean the wind can be a bit gusty on the 

inside. Great atmosphere!

Porto Pino: In the south-west the Mistral can deliver some waves 

with cross-offshore wind, even when it’s flat everywhere else. 

Really nice bay with a long and empty beach, though getting there 

is a bit tricky.

Cagliari, Poetto: The city beach, with 7km of fine sand and perfect 

infrastructure – plus the Sardinian capital as a background. Works 

in nearly every wind direction. We highly recommend the surf club 

of Mauro Cove as a base camp in the eastern part of the bay. 

Showers, safety boat, storage – you name it, you get it. A shallow 

reef right at the beach is the only obstacle.

Geremeas / Villasimius: East of Cagliari nearly every bay offers 

possibilities for some nice slalom sailing in a bit of swell with 

cross-shore wind.

Porto Guincho: Our favourite location on Sardinia’s most easterly 

tip, with absolutely stunning water plus a lagoon directly at the 

beach. You get offshore wind and really flat water, but take care as 

you will mostly sail on your own!

Costa Rei: All along the east coast you will discover empty and 

sandy beaches with really mellow conditions; easy to start 

wavesailing or for just blasting along.

The island is larger than you think (although this may be a 

result of the Italian penchant for building 10km of road for a 

distance of 5km!). Please remember to respect nature and the 

locals and leave the spots as you found them. If you keep the 

beaches clean the locals are happy to share their spots with you. 

Mille grazie! 

SPOT GUIDE
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“It was windy enough for the breakfast panini to 
become airborne on a regular basis...”
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